Gamma-ray imaging technologies based on the use of radiotracers enable us to clearly determine the physiological function of an organ not only during pre-clinical and clinical studies but also in theˆeld of plant science. Serial time-course images can be used to indicate the changing spatial distribution of a radiotracer within a living plant system and to describe the dynamics and kinetics of a substance in an intact plant. Gamma-rays almost completely penetrate a plant body, and the image data obtained using them can potentially be used to quantitatively analyze physiological function parameters. This paper brie‰y reviews recent progress in theˆeld of plant science to explore the use of positron emission tomography, a gamma camera, and the positron-emitting tracer imaging system, which is one of the most advanced gamma-ray imaging systems available for studying plant physiology, for solving problems in thê eld of environment and agriculture. 
Gamma-ray imaging technologies based on the use of radiotracers enable us to clearly determine the physiological function of an organ not only during pre-clinical and clinical studies but also in theˆeld of plant science. Serial time-course images can be used to indicate the changing spatial distribution of a radiotracer within a living plant system and to describe the dynamics and kinetics of a substance in an intact plant. Gamma-rays almost completely penetrate a plant body, and the image data obtained using them can potentially be used to quantitatively analyze physiological function parameters. This paper brie‰y reviews recent progress in theˆeld of plant science to explore the use of positron emission tomography, a gamma camera, and the positron-emitting tracer imaging system, which is one of the most advanced gamma-ray imaging systems available for studying plant physiology, for solving problems in thê eld of environment and agriculture. Image data acquired with 11 CO 2 injection into leaves of a soybean cultivar grown in a square plastic potˆlled with vermiculite. Serial of PETIS images indicate the kinetics of carbon nutrition. It can be seen that after 11 CO 2 assimilation, 11 Clabeled photoassimilate was produced in leaves, transported via the veins toward the sink organs-the beans and growth points. All images were corrected for 11 C radioactive decay (t 1/2 ＝1223.1 s). Fig. 2 Photograph of the PETIS installed in the plant growth chamber and a setup for imaging CO 2 dynamics in a soybean. All aerial parts of the plants were covered by a large exposure cell, and were positioned just at the focal surface between two opposing PETIS detectors. Air containing an ambient concentration of nonradioactive carrier CO 2 gas was led to the cell. We used a light-emitting diode light source to avoid radiant heat and provide a uniform intensity of light. Light intensity and the chamber temperature and humidity were controlled to approximately match those in the actual cultivation environment. 3 Serial PETIS images of carbon kinetics over whole plant body. After sensitivity and count loss correction, the images were re-sorted in the sequence beginning from 0 10 to 50 60 min (from left to right) to observe the carbon kinetics quantitatively. All the images were corrected for 11 C radioactive decay (t 1/2 ＝1223.1 s). Total activity of the 11 C in the images was stable over the acquisition, so that the image data followed the law of carbon nutrient conservation in a plant body. This indicates the successful imaging of CO 2 photoassimilate translocation from the time of infusion into leafs to that of distribution of the whole plant body. Photograph of gamma camera we have developed for gamma ray imaging of Cs 137 emitting at 662 keV. A tungsten shield and pinhole collimator was mounted to avoid the penetration and scattering of gamma rays inside the collimator. A gadolinium oxyorthosilicate scintillator and a ‰at panel position sensitive photomultiplier tube were adapted to the gamma camera to obtain adequate high sensitivity. Giant knotweed, a potential plant to cleanup the contaminated soil with high uptake capacity for cesium, was grown in hydroponic solutions and exposed to approximately 400 kBq of Cs 137, after which images were taken for 15 h to reveal the changing distribution of cesium into the plant from the hydroponic solutions via the root system. 
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